§ 1. Introduction.
Let X be a normal singular algebraic surface (over C) embedded in the projective space PN(C) and let S be its singularity set, which consists of isolated singular points. By restricting the Fubini-Study metric of PN(C) to ' X-S, we obtain an incomplete Riemannian manifold (X, g). Then Hsiang-Pati asserted in [9] that the L2-cohomology H~2)() is naturally isomorphic to the dual of the middle intersection homology IH?(X), which is a special case of the conjecture due to Cheeger, Goresky and MacPherson [5, § 4, Conjecture C] that it holds for any algebraic variety.
However their proof has a certain gap. In this paper we will fill it. Our main result is therefore the reassertion. THEOREM 1. For the X, we have (1.1) H~2)(') N (IHm(X))*.
As for the "non-normal" case, it can obviously be proved in the same way as Theorem 1 (in the "normal" case) by making its normalization, as asserted in [9, Theorem A'] see also Remark 3.3 in this paper. N In order to prove (1.1), we will make a good resolution 2r: X-*X according to [9] and investigate the metric lr*g near the 2r'(S)=UD;, (irreducible components), which is the first step. It is here that the gap seems to occur: though they regard the metric near the intersection points of the D; as of the same type as the metric near the non-intersection points, the former one is dominated by the W(+), not by the W(-) which dominates the latter one (and is called "of Cheeger type" in [9] ) : see Types (±) in § 2 . And, because of the complexity of W(+), we need some argument much subtler than that in [9] . Besides Theorem 1, there still remains the following problem, which has a close relation with Theorem 1. Let di be the exterior derivative d acting on the smooth i-forms on which and whose images by the d are both squareintegrable.
Also let be its restriction to the compactly supported smooth i-forms. Then their closures di and d must be equal to each other, that is, CONJECTURE 1. di=d,.
If we define Oi=--*d3_i*, the restriction of the formal adjoint of the d, and denote its closure by Vii, then Conjecture 1 says that, with respect to the inner product <a, Q> = a A * j9, we have (Note that the cases i=0 and i=3 are equivalent and the case i=4 is obvious.) The cases i=1 and i=2 (which are equivalent) are still not proved. The author's examination of Theorem 1 started when he got the following comment (on Theorem 1 and Conjecture 1) from J. Cheeger, "It shouldn't be too difficult to generalize d=d, for functions to i-forms. Since Hsiang-Pati ( [9] ) used the argument in [3] without verifying it, your result (in [14]) seems to fill partially that gap in their proof". The fact is, the gap lies in their investigation of the metric near the intersection points (as explained, it is dominated by the W(+)) and, because of the complexity of W(+), we cannot so far generalize the argument in [14, Assertion A] to 1-and 2-forms refer to the Appendix in this paper for more explanation. (If there were no W(+), Conjecture 1 could be proved in the same way as [3, Theorem 2.2] as Hsiang-Pati might have "proved".) As to the proof of Theorem 1 for i=2 (or Proposition 3.1 for i=2), in which Conjecture 1 for i=2 would play an important role if it could be proved, we will attack it by using an L2-version of long exact sequence.
The author cannot refrain from expressing his admiration for Cheeger's nice insight (certainly the difficulty lies around the conjecture), as well as the beautiful argument by W. C. Hsiang and V. Pati. Theorem 1 is, of course, largely theirs. The author's contribution lies in checking their resolution, investigating the metric near the intersection points of the divisors carefully ([14, § 2] ) and verifying that their argument can be extended there provided i ~ 2 and that the case i=2 can be proved even now when we do not have the Stokes' theorem in the L2-sense for i=2 (and 1).
In this paper, we assume that the L2-cohomology and the intersection homology are well-known: refer to [1] , [3] , [5] , [7] , [8] , [11] , [12] . Moreover we assume S= {p}, the one-point set, which causes no loss of generality. § 2. Review of some parts of [14] (and [9] ).
In general, the quasi-isometric transformation is effective in proving such a theorem as Theorem 1 or also in investigating the property of the heat operator ([13] , [14] ). Here the quasi-isometry means the diffeotnorphism f : (Y1, g1)-> (Y2, g2) with a constant C > 0 satisfying C _ lgl f *g2 <_ Cg1. Paying attention to how the objects (or the properties) under consideration are transformed by the quasi-isometry, we discuss them on a Riemannian manifold less-complicated than and quasi-isometric to the original one : this is our guiding principle throughout [9] , [14] and this paper. Using the fact, we can say, for example, that the Laplacian on the interval (0, 1) with the metric (2+sin (1/x))dx2 has the above property, because the Laplacian on it however with the standard metric dx2, which is quasi-isometric to the above one, has obviously the property. Now the L2-cohomology H~2)(X)=Ker d1/Range d2_1 is obviously of quasiisometric invariant.
Hence it is wise to discuss Theorem 1 also on a lesscomplicated Riemannian manifold: however, our X has the singular point p and its neighborhood (in X) is quite different from the neighborhood of a regular point (which is quasi-isometric to an open subset of R4 with standard metric). Under such a circumstance, we should follow the procedure: decompose the neighborhood suitably and then search for the manifolds less-complicated than and quasi-isometric to the parts thus gotten. Following such a procedure, we will explain briefly how the metric is near the singular point : refer to [14, § 2 and § 5] (and [9] ) for further details.
Let the singular point be at : X ----~ X with the property; near any point of '(0), we can take a local parametrization (of 7r) of the standard form. That is, taking a suitable pair, a permutation Q and a local coordinate neighborhood (U, (u, v)) around the point, we can write the n on the U as follows :
satisfying that f j(z)=~ajnzEn with and
On the U, ~r-'(0)= "u=0, v=0 or uv=0" and accordingly, "n1>m1=0, 0=n1<m1 or n1m1>0". If 7r-1(0)="u=o", then, for the divisor (determined by) "u=0", the number n2/n1 is uniquely determined (i. e., it does not depend on the choice of a generic point on the divisor and also the choice of the (U, (u, v)) satisfying (2.2) with (2.3)) and is called its exponent; if ir-1(0)="v=0", its exponent is m2/m1. Next, moreover according to [9] , we choose a function R with the N domain V, a neighborhood of 2r-1(0) (CX), and with the range in [0, oo), satisfying; (i) R 2r '(0) = 0, (ii) R J V\ir-1(0) is smooth and positive, (iii) V\2 r1(0) = R-1(0,1], (iv) using the R and certain appropriate flow lines (in V\2r-1(0)), we can define a product structure
What we have in mind as an example of R is not the distance function from the ~r-1(0) (defined by the metric 2r*g). Precisely we think of (and really can take) the R additionally with the following property:
To simplify the description, we set X(E)=R~1(o, ~] and ±(6)=R-1(E), E>0. Let us decompose the 1) suitably into finite parts, nonoverlapping except on their boundaries, and, using the product structure (2.4), let us decompose (1) itself accordingly (see Figure 2 satisfying f'(r)>_0 for any r>0, f (r)==rb for small r>0 and f (r)=1/2 for large r<_1. Also let l(x) be a smooth function on [0, oo) satisfying l'(x)>_0 and l"(x) >_O for any x>_0, l(x)=1 for 0<x_<1-~ and l(x)=x for x1+.
Set h(r, s) = f (r)l(s/ f (r)). Then we set
Here we can assume that the Wr is contained in a sufficiently small local coordinate neighborhood (U, (u, v)) satisfying (2.2) with (2.3). Then if it-1(0) is "u=0" or "v=0", the corresponding W r is the W(-) with the c, the exponent of the divisor 2r-1(o). If 2r-1(0)="uv=0", then the corresponding WT is the W(+), the c is the exponent smaller than another one c and b-c-c.
For further details, refer to [14, §2]. (1) the h(r, s) can be changed into rb+s (that is, the quasi-isometric class does not change even i f we make such a change), (2) we can assume 0<b<1.
PROOF. The (1) is a consequence of a straightforward computation ([14, (5.11)]). As for (2) : After making the resolution (2.1) with (2.2) and (2.3), perform further a blowing-up at an intersection of the divisors. Then the new resolution (gotten by the composition) has also such a good property as the old one (that is, (2.2) with (2.3)). And the old list {(ni, m1)} at the intersection produces the new lists {(ni+mi, mi)} and {(n1, n~+mi)} at the two (new) intersections.
As for b>0, the old b produces bnl/(nl+ml) and bml/(nl+ml). Therefore, by composing such blowing-ups as many times as we need, we can make the b>0 as small as we need.
Q. E. D.
From now on, we assume o <b < 1 according to Lemma 2.2(2). Additionally, since we do not need to distinguish (z', g) and (2-'(X), 2r*g) from our viewpoint, we unify them and use the expression (a', g) in both senses. REMARK 2.3. While studying [14] and the problem in this paper, the author did not know that [9] had already been published and was using its preprint.
In the preprint, to make the R and the appropriate flow lines ((iv)), Hsiang-Pati used "the smooth vector field", not "the piecewise smooth vector field" which was adopted in the published version.
Certainly there is no problem even if we adopt the smooth vector field (or it is easy to rewrite § 2 and [14, § 5] by using "the piecewise smooth one"). §3. The idea of the proof.
In this section, we intend to reduce the proof of Theorem 1 to those of certain assertions, denoted by Assertions A, B, C. Assertions A, B will be reduced moreover to those on parts Wr (denoted by Assertions A(1), B(1)) and Assertion C will be also reduced to certain estimates on W1.
First, according to [3] , [11] , [12] , in order to prove Theorem 1, we have only to prove the following. H~2)(X(1)) ~" 0 i>_2.
Letting d~, d 1 be the intrinsic operators on (1)="R-'(0,1] with the metric g restricted", naturally we have
That is, there is no difference between the definitions with { d } and {d1} : see [3, (1.5) ]. To define the isomorphism (3.1) with i <_ 1, it is convenient to use the {d1}-type ; that is, we can definitely say that the isomorphism is given by the map
where ~5+drAwEKerdi and ~b, w do not involve dr. It is obviously well-defined. This fact, which is the calculation of the local L2-cohomology at gy(p), and its calculation at x E S-n(p), which is omitted here, imply the (1.1) for the nonnormal X (according to the same argument as in Remark 3.2 (the normal case)).
Notice that we have
where we put'(1)=f-1(x'(1)), which has no singularity. We can carry out, in the category of [3] and [11] , the proof of the existence of the natural isomorphism between the right hand sides of (3.6) and (3.7) for i <_ 1. Remark that the intersection homology is invariant under normalization ([7, § 4.2]), however, it seems to be still an open problem for the L2-cohomology. Of course, for our X, (even if we do not use the relation (1.1)) it can be easily verified in the category of [3] , [11] . For a general (algebraic) variety V (with the normalization f: T2-V), it would be sufficient to prove d=d~ on the V with ft' ("the singularity set") Belated : see also [5, § 3.5] . Now let us discuss the way of the proof of Proposition 3.1. Let A1( (1)) and L2Ai('(1)) be the spaces of smooth i-forms and of square-integrable i-forms on 1) respectively and let us denote the inner product on the second space by K, >(1): for general U, A1(U), L2A1(U) and <,> U always mean those for the N U. Also let i, d1, etc. be the intrinsic operators on x'(1). We first introduce two assertions. ASSERTION A. Consider the case i_<1 and take c L2Ai( (1)). Then, regarding ~l naturally as a form on '(1), ~b(r, x)=O(1, x), we have c~L2Ai( r(1)).
Moreover, for a=~b +drAa EAi( '(1)), we set If we assume the assertions (and Proposition 1.1) hold, then we can prove the following corollary (from which the name "homotopy operator" of the K comes). (1) In the case i=0 or 1, i f a E dom d1, then xa E dom d.1 i and we have (3.10) dica+rcda = a-~i(a) .
(2) In the case i=3 or 4, i f a E dom d1, then ica E dom d1 _ 1 and we have (3.11) dica+icda = a.
PROOF OF (1). By an easy calculation, we have (3.12) dIca+Kda = a-~5(a) .
And Assertions A, B imply that Kda and ~5(a) (which must be regarded naturally as a form on '(1)) belong to L2A1('(1)). Hence (by (3.12)) dica also belongs to L2Ai('(1)). That is, KaEdom di_1 and (3.10) holds. Q. E. D.
PROOF OF (2).
Clearly it holds for a E dom d i with a(r, x )=0 for r small enough. Next let us consider a general a E dom d i. Proposition 1.1 (for i=3, 4) implies the existence of the sequence a j E dom d Z such that a ,(r, x )w0 for r small enough (not uniformly with respect to j) and Next we will prove Proposition 3.1 for i=2. First let us introduce another assertion. Let di, di be the exterior derivatives (on 1)) with the following domains ; (3.15) dom di = {aEdom di I a(r, x)=0 for r small}, dom di = {aEdom di I a(r, x)=0 for r near r=1}.
In the same way we define Vii, Vii, that is, we set &=-*d3_i* and of=-*d3-i*. The isomorphism at (2) can be defined in the same way as (3.3). We will leave the proof of the assertion (and also the detailed explanation of the isomorphism) for a while and prove Proposition 3.1 for i=2. (1) and (3.19) imply H~2)('(1), V)=0 and Proposition 3.1 for i=3 implies H~2)('(1))=0. Hence we have only to prove the following (because of (3.18)) ; (3.20) dim H~2)(r(1), V) = dim H~2)(V) .
We will prove it by using Assertion C(2). First we have Thus, combined with Assertion C(2), they imply the isomorphism, (3.27) Ker d3/Range d2 HDR('(1)) .
Since HDR( (1)) N HpR(t (1)) (the usual Poincare duality theorem : note that (1) is a three dimensional closed manifold), (3.22) was proved.
In this way the proof of Proposition 3.1 could be reduced to those of Assertions A, B, C. As for Assertions A, B, obviously we have only to prove them on each part W7. That is, setting (3.28) cw,(E) = we should prove ASSERTION A(7). Consider the case i<1 and take ~ E L2Ai(W1 (1)). Then, regarding c naturally as a form on we have c L2AI (cW r).
Also, defining the operator Kr on each in the same way as (3.8), we should prove ASSERTION B(r). The ,r defines the bounded operators (3.29) : L2AI (cWr) L2A -1(Wr) Assertion C will be proved by using Assertions A, B and by some calculation on the W1. The purposes of the following two sections are their proofs.
The proofs of Assertions A(y), B(y).
Since we are going to discuss them on each W1, we omit the subscript r to simplify the description. First the I (=Ir) given at (2.6) defines the bounded operators I* (4.1) L2A1(W) ~ L2Ai(W) . I* Let us define W (E)_ {(r, x ) eW I r=} (in the same way as (3.28)) for each £>O. Then the I also defines the bounded operators (4.2) L2Ai(((E)) i! L2Ai(W(E)), I(~)* whose operator norms are bounded uniformly with respect to O<1. <_ 1. (The properties "bounded" and "bounded uniformly" can be obviously deduced from the fact that the I is quasi-isometric.) Hence we have only to prove the assertions with (W, W(1)) replaced by (W, W(1)).
Let II 11 (=11.1w) and II • I1~ (=11 • IIwcE~) be the L2-norms on W and W(E) respectively. Remark that, for a form ~b on W which does not involve dr, ~(r) E means the L2-norm of 0(r) (which is a form on YV (r)) regarded naturally as a form on W(~).
We will first give the relation between 10(r). and 10(r)111. Let us decompose the space of i-forms on W as follows:
where, for example, (dr)°A(d8)'A(ds)°A(d0)1 means dOAd& and (dy)q means 1 (q=0), dyl or dye (q=1) and dy1Ady2 (q=2). And, for the c>0 of W(±) and p, q EE Z, we set Hence, remembering the definition of the ~e, the proof is complete. Q. E. D.
PROOF OF ASSERTION B(7) FOR W(+) :
We assume a=~b+drnwE L2(W(+)) with wE11o P o P(+), and again assume h(r, s)=rb+s, 0<b<1. Setting k= k(p, q+P) and taking 0<r~ , e<1, (4.6) implies First we give the proof of (1).
PROOF OF ASSERTION C(1). First consider a smooth a=~b+drnwEKer d2.
Since a2 =d 2, we have, for any ,~ E dom U2, 0=<a, a A */3. Here *j3 (1) restricted to (1) is arbitrary. Hence
Moreover, since da=do+drn(a~i/ar--&o), we have ac/ar=a7w. Hence Here, K2a-K1a is independent of 0<r<1, which means that the K2a-K1a is the We can now prove Assertion C (2).
PROOF OF ASSERTION C (2). We have the natural isomorphism , that is, we get
